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+e primary goal of this study is to find an easy and convenient way to estimate the degree of compaction in real time for
compaction quality control. In this paper, an artificial neural network classifier is developed to identify the different characteristic
patterns of drum vibration and classify them according to the different compaction levels. At first, a field compaction experiment
is designed and performed in a construction site, and the degree of compaction and the vibration are measured. +en, the
vibration signals collected from the experiment are processed to extract the features of vibration patterns and labeled with the
compaction level to train the artificial neural network model. At last, the performance of the artificial neural network classifier is
verified against the degree of compactionmeasured by using a nuclear density gauge. It can be found that artificial neural networks
show good performance and huge potential for the problem of compaction quality control.

1. Introduction

+e compaction process plays an important role in im-
proving the strength and bearing capacity of materials for
use in road construction. +e existing compaction quality
control relies on spot tests, such as sand replacement
method, falling weight deflectometer (FWD), and plate
bearing test. +ese traditional manual measurements have
several drawbacks [1, 2]: (1) the measurements are usually
time consuming and may interrupt the subsequent con-
struction operation; (2) test samples are collected at limited
test points, and the testing results cannot indicate the overall
pavement quality; (3) the measurements are performed after
compaction; thus, it is impossible to provide real-time
compaction quality information for the operator, which may
lead to under or over compaction. To address these prob-
lems, intelligent compaction (IC) technique is proposed to
provide real-time compaction quality assurance during
compaction.

So far, there are several equipment manufacturers
around the world offering IC rollers to compact subgrade
and aggregate materials. Several intelligent compaction
measurement values (ICMV) are set up to evaluate the
compaction quality, such as Compaction Meter Value
(CMV), Compaction Control Value (CCV), Resonance
Meter Value (RMV), Machine Drive Power (MDP), vibra-
tion modulus (Evib), and soil stiffness (Ks) [2, 3]. CMV is
widely accepted for quality assurance, and it is computed by
the amplitude of vertical drum acceleration at the operating
frequency and first harmonic. CCV and RMV further
consider the high-order harmonics. Considering the non-
linearity vibration induced by the periodic loss of contact
between soil and drum, Anderegg et al. [4, 5] develop a
feedback control system to automatically adjust the com-
paction parameters (vibration frequency, vibration ampli-
tude, and driving speed) during construction. Due to the
development of these helpful IC technologies, roller operator
can optimize the compaction process timely according to the
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updated compaction information, and the compaction
quality is improved effectively.

However, recent research studies found that there are
still some uncertain correlations between ICMVs and
compaction quality. Firstly, CMV, as a harmonic-based
indicator, is easily influenced by many factors. Zhu et al. [6]
test a multilayer structure and find that CMV is sensitive to
the characteristic of underlying layers, such as stiffness and
moisture content of the layers. White et al. [7] indicate that
CMV is dependent on the vibration amplitude; therefore, a
higher excitation force amplitude generally yields a greater
CMV at a constant soil modulus. Wersäll et al. [8] conduct
full-scale tests to study the influence of variable frequencies
on compaction control. +e results indicate that the reso-
nant frequency is about 17Hz, and the optimum compaction
frequency is about 18Hz, while the standard operating
frequency of the roller is about 31Hz. +is means that there
is no direct correlation between the excitation force and
compaction quality. Secondly, the mechanical-based ICMVs
related to soil stiffness and vibration modulus manifest
unstable changes due to their amplitude dependence.
Mooney and Rinehart [9, 10] demonstrate that soil stiffness
on the soft layer decreases with increasing excitation force,
while on the stiffer layer exhibits conversely. Further analysis
by Mazari et al. [11] shows that roller type, machine op-
eration setting variation, and instability of the machine in
practicing operation commonly affect the accuracy of
ICMVs. Furthermore, some researchers [12–16] use oper-
ational modal analysis (OMA) for the structural health
monitoring of engineering. Different from the experimental
modal analysis methods, OMA uses the output-only re-
sponse to identify the structure properties; thus, the input
excitation measures can be avoided.

Recently, an artificial intelligence-based intelligent
compaction analyzer (ICA) was developed by Barman et al.
[17–19]. +e frequency characteristics of drum vibration
can be analyzed by the ICA, and amounts of field testing
show that the results correlate well with subgrade modulus.
Zhang et al. [20, 21] utilize acoustic wave detection tech-
niques to evaluate rock-fill compaction status, and a genetic
algorithm-based optimization procedure was proposed to
optimize the overall compaction process.

+e recent IC techniques are largely based on the vi-
bration analysis of pavement during compaction, trying to
build the correlation between the vibration of pavement and
compaction quality. However, the development of IC tech-
nique is blocked by the complication of vibration during
compaction. From another point of view, the development of
IC technique can be considered as a problem of signal
processing and recognition. Fourier transform and artificial
neural networks (ANN) have been widely used for signal
processing and recognition nowadays, especially for speech
recognition [22–25]. Zhan et al. [26] also use the ANN for
radar waveform recognition. +ese studies provide many
references on the applications of Fourier transform and ANN.
However, few studies have been conducted on the compac-
tion quality control by using the ANN. In the research studies
by Barman et al. [17–19], the ANN is tried to analyze the
correlation between the vibration pattern and subgrade

stiffness. For the development of IC technique, neural net-
works can bypass some difficulties which cannot be solved
easily by traditional methods, showing huge potential.

Generally, degree of compaction is the most direct index
for the compaction quality evaluation. +e main objective of
this study is to find an easy and convenient way to estimate
the degree of compaction in real time. In this research, the
compaction analysis is based on a hypothesis that the vi-
bratory roller and pavement form a coupled system during
compaction. +e coupled response is determined by the
excitation frequency and natural vibration modes of the
coupled system. +e variations in the degree of compaction
will affect the response and will lead to different patterns of
vibrations of the drum. +erefore, the compaction quality
can be estimated by using the mapping between the vi-
bration pattern and degree of compaction.

In reality, however, the vibration pattern of the drum
usually includes the information of the noise, which means
some of the features of the vibration pattern reflect the
system and others reflect the noise. +e vibration pattern
features reflecting the system can be used to estimate the
compaction quality, but these useful features cannot be
recognized and extracted easily. In this paper, an artificial
neural network (ANN) classifier is developed to identify the
different characteristic patterns of drum vibration and
classify them according to the different compaction levels. A
field compaction experiment is designed and performed in a
construction site, and the degree of compaction and the
vibration are measured. +e vibration signals collected from
the experiment are processed to extract the features of vi-
bration patterns and then labeled with the compaction level
to train the ANN model. At last, the performance of the
ANN classifier is verified against the degree of compaction
measured by using a nuclear density gauge (NDG).

2. Experimental Program and Signal Processing

It is assumed that the vibratory roller and pavement un-
derneath form a coupled system during compaction. +e
variations in degree of compaction affect the coupled re-
sponse and lead to different vibration patterns of the drum.
To analyze and make use of the mapping relationship be-
tween the vibration pattern and degree of compaction, a field
compaction experiment is designed and performed in a
construction site to collect the data of the vibration signal
and degree of compaction.

2.1. Experimental Program. A field test is performed on the
extension project of G2 expressway in Shandong Province,
China.+e typical pavement structure used in the project is
shown in Table 1, which consists of three hot-mix asphalt
(HMA) surface layers, one flexible base layer, two semirigid
base layers, one sub-base layer, and the subgrade, in that
order, from top to bottom.+e vibrating compaction test is
implemented at the cement-stabilized gravel base layer
with a thickness of 18 cm. +e aggregate used for cement-
stabilized base layer is limestone, and the details of the
mixture and equipment are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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Two wireless accelerometers are mounted on the axle of the
roller drum on both sides to monitor the vibration acceleration
signals in the vertical direction, as shown in Figure 1. +e
compaction is carried out on ten test lanes, and each test lane
has a length of 60m. +e width of each test lane is 2.13m, the
same as the width of the roller. Figure 2 shows the roller pass
trajectory on each test lane, and a total of 8 passes are performed
for each lane. +e degree of compaction is measured by using
nuclear density gauge for each pass and computed as follows:

ρd �
ρw

1 + w
,

DOC �
ρd

ρE

× 100%,

(1)

where DOC is the degree of compaction, ρE is maximum dry
density, ρw and w are wet density and moisture content
measured by nuclear density gauge, and ρd is dry density. For
each test lane, two different locations are tested, as shown in
Figure 2, and the relationship between the number of roller
passes and degree of compaction is investigated.

+e relationship between the number of passes and
degree of compaction is plotted in Figure 3. Here, the open
circles denote the degree of compaction obtained from the
experiment by using NDG, and the solid circles denote the
average degree of compaction for each pass. Ten test lanes
are investigated and each test lane has two test locations;
therefore, there are 20 experimental results for each pass. For
the cement-stabilized gravel base, the minimum require-
ment of degree of compaction is 98% and about 6 passes are
needed to reach the requirement.

2.2. Signal Processing. +e vibration signals are collected
continuously from two accelerometers when the vibratory
roller moves on the test lane. +e length of the test lane is

60m, the velocity of the roller is about 0.6m/s, and it takes
about 100 s for one pass. +erefore, we can get a 100-second
long vibration signal from one accelerometer in one pass,
and a total of 160 long signals can be collected since we have
ten test lanes and two accelerometers. +eoretically, the
vibration signals from two accelerometers have the same
frequency components, even though their amplitudes may
be different.

+e vibration is sampled at a 2 kHz sampling fre-
quency. +e long vibration signal of one pass is divided
into lots of 0.5-second short signals. Each short signal
includes 1000 contiguous data samples having an overlap
with 500 previous values. Each short signal is converted to
frequency domain representation using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT). Since the vibration is sampled at 2 kHz,
the Nyquist frequency is 1 kHz. +erefore, a single-sided
FFTprovided a frequency spectrum distributed between 0
and 1 kHz, and the output of the single-sided FFT for each
short signal is an array of 500 elements, expressed as
a � (a1, a2, . . ., a500). By using a FFT, the features of the
vibration signal are expressed as the frequency compo-
nents. Amplitude is not considered as a kind of feature in
this study; array a should be normalized to eliminate the
effects of amplitudes. +e normalized array x is obtained
as follows:

a � ln(a),

x �
a

|a|max
.

(2)

Here, the logarithmic operation in equation (2) is used to
amplify some inconspicuous frequency components. +e
signal processing method in this section is shown in Figure 4
and summarized as the following steps:

Table 2: Details of the base layer.

Layer Materials Depth (cm) Cement mass percent (%) Maximum dry density (g/cm3) Optimum moisture content
(%)

Base Cement-stabilized
gravel 18×2 4.5 2.348 4.9

Table 3: Details of equipment.

Roller
type

Drum width
(m)

Static weight
(kg)

Speed
(m/s)

Operation frequency
(Hz)

Amplitude
(mm)

Excitation force
(KN) Sample frequency

Single
drum 2.13 2000 0.5∼0.7 33 1.2 290 2000Hz

(acceleration)

Table 1: Pavement structure in the project.

HMA surface layers
4 cm SMA-13
6 cm AC-20
8 cm AC-25

Flexible base layer 12 cm LSPM-25
Semirigid base layer 2×18 cm cement-stabilized aggregate
Sub-base layer 18 cm cement-stabilized weathered sands
Subgrade Compacted natural soil
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(1) +e long vibration signal from the accelerometer in
one pass is divided into lots of 0.5-second short
signals

(2) Each short signal is converted to frequency domain
representation by using a single-sided FFT to extract
the frequency features

(3) +e output of the single-sided FFT for each short
signal is normalized by using equation (2) to elim-
inate the effects of amplitudes and amplify the in-
conspicuous frequency components

(4) +e processed signals are input to ANN for training
or for predicting the degree of compaction

+e frequency features of vibration signals are extracted
by this method, and the processed arrays will be used as
input data for training the ANN model. In the following
discussion on the ANN, the input array x is called “sample,”
and the element of x is called “feature.” In this study,
therefore, each sample has 500 features.

Before being used for training the ANN, each sample
should be labeled with a target class. In this research, we use
four target classes to represent four compaction levels, as
shown in Table 4. According to the experimental results of

Accelerometer

Figure 1: Accelerometer-equipped vibratory roller during compaction.
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the degree of compaction (Figure 3), the samples are labeled
with the corresponding compaction level, forming the
dataset for the ANN training.

3. Development of the ANN Model

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) feedforward neural network
is used in this research. Figure 5 shows the structure of the
network. +e network consists of one input layer, two
hidden layers, and an output layer. +ere are 500 nodes in
the input layer since each sample has 500 features. +e first
and second hidden layers contain 44 and 10 nodes, re-
spectively. +e output layer contains four nodes repre-
senting four classes of the compaction level. Figure 5(b)

shows the schematic of a single neuron. Each node is
governed by the following equation:

x
(l+1)
s,j � f 

k

i�1
x

(l)
s,i w

(l)
i,j + b

(l)
0,j

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (3)

where the subscript s denotes the sth sample, k denotes the
number of nodes in layer l, x

(l)
s,i is the ith input of layer l, and

x
(l+1)
s,j is the jth output. Meanwhile, x

(l+1)
s,j is also the jth input

of layer l+ 1. w
(l)
i,j is the weight value from the ith input to the

jth output. b(l)
0,jis the weight value from the bias term of layer l

to the jth output. All the bias terms are “+1” in this research.
f() is the activation function, a softmax function, Sof(zj) �

(ezj /
4
i�1 ezi ), is used in the output layer to ensure the

predictions for each sample are in the range of [0, 1] and sum
to 1, and a sigmoid function, Sig(z) � (1 + e− z)− 1, is used in
the rest of the layers.

4. Training of the ANN Model

A supervised learning method is used to train the ANN.+e
network can be trained to classify inputs according to target
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Figure 4: Signal processing.

Table 4: Target class and compaction level.

Level no. Degree of compaction (%) Target array
Target class 1 1 <94 (1, 0, 0, 0)
Target class 2 2 94∼96 (0, 1, 0, 0)
Target class 3 3 96∼98 (0, 0, 1, 0)
Target class 4 4 >98 (0, 0, 0, 1)
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classes.+e target data should consist of arrays of all 0 values
except for a 1 in element c, where c is the class they are to
represent, as shown in Table 4.

+e cross-entropy is used as the loss function to measure
the network’s performance. +e loss associated with the sth
prediction would be

CEs � − 
4

c�1
ys,c ln ys,c , (4)

where y is the target array, y is the output array of the output
layer, the subscript s denotes the sth sample, and c denotes
the cth element of the target or output array. +e cross-
entropy loss of the entire training dataset would be the
average CEs over all samples.

In this work, the scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) al-
gorithm [27] is used to perform training. SCG is based on a
class of optimization algorithms called Conjugate Gradient
Methods (CGM), but this algorithm avoids the line-search
per learning iteration by using a Levenberg–Marquardt
approach to scale the step size. SCG can train any network
as long as its weight, net input, and activation functions
have derivative functions. Backpropagation is used to
calculate derivatives of the loss function with respect to the
weights.

To avoid overfitting during neural network training, the
dataset is randomly divided into three subsets: training set,
validation set, and test set. +e training set is used for
computing the gradient and updating the network weights.
+e validation set is aimed to avoid the overfitting problem.
+e error on the validation set normally decreases during the
initial phase of the training, as does the error on the training
set. When the network begins to overfit the data, the vali-
dation error typically begins to increase. When the valida-
tion error increases for several iterations, the training should
be stopped. In this work, when the validation error keeps
increasing for six iterations, the training is stopped and the
weights at the minimum of the validation error are returned.

+e test set is not used during the training, but it is used as a
completely independent test of network generalization. In
this study, validation and test datasets are each set to 15% of
the original data.

+e data of the test lanes 1 to 8 are used for the training
in this work.+e signals collected in these eight test lanes are
processed by using the method mentioned in Section 2.2,
forming the dataset for the training. +e order of samples in
the dataset matrix is arranged randomly since samples are
considered to be independent of each other. +e data of test
lane 9 and 10 are used to test the validity and performance of
the ANN model.

+e training performance of the ANN is shown in
Figure 6. +e performance is also visualized in the form of
confusion matrix in Figure 7. In the confusion matrix in
Figure 7, the rows correspond to the output predicted class,
and the columns correspond to the target class.+e diagonal
cells correspond to samples that are correctly classified. +e
off-diagonal cells correspond to incorrectly classified sam-
ples. Both the number of samples and the percentage of the
total number of samples are shown in each cell. +e column
on the far right of the plot shows the percentages of all the
samples predicted to belong to each class that are correctly
and incorrectly classified. +e row at the bottom of the plot
shows the percentages of all the samples belonging to each
class that are correctly and incorrectly classified. +e cell in
the bottom right of the plot shows the overall accuracy.

5. Test Results of the ANN Classifier

A good training performance of the ANN can be seen in
Figure 7. Combining the signal processing method and ANN
model, we can get an ANN classifier, as shown in Figure 8.
We input a 0.5-second signal, the ANN classifier outputs an
estimated compaction level.

In this section, the data of test lane 9 and 10 are used to
test the validity and performance of the ANN classifier. As
mentioned in Section 2, a total of 32 long vibration signals
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are collected on these two test lanes. Considering that, under
the actual working condition, the signal samples may be not
collected continuously or in order during the real-time
estimation of the compaction quality, we randomly capture
some 0.5-second short signals from the long signals as the
inputs of the ANN classifier. +e output accuracy of the
ANN classifier is shown in Figure 9. We can believe that the
ANN classifier is accurate enough for the real-time esti-
mation of the compaction quality.

6. Discussion on Roller Moving
Direction during Compaction

+e analysis in this paper mainly focuses on the compaction
of cement-stabilized gravel base. +e main intention of this
study is to find an easy way to estimate the degree of
compaction in real time. +e ANN classifier developed in
this paper partly achieves this goal by using vibration pattern
recognition. In fact, it is difficult to analyze the vibration of
cement-stabilized gravel base layer by using traditional
methods because of the inhomogeneity and anisotropy.
+erefore, the authors try to use neural networks. Although
neural network is a black box for the user, it does work well
in this study.

From the experimental results shown in Figure 3, it can
be seen that the degree of compaction increases slowly from
pass 5 to 8. In the “sight” of neural network, the vibration
signals of pass 5 to 8 should look similar since the values of
the degree of compaction have little differences (they are in
the same compaction level). In this section, we try to label
the samples with the number of passes, and the network is
trained to classify the input samples according to 8 target
classes. +e training performance is shown in Figure 10.
Some samples of pass 5 are misclassified as target class 7, and
some samples of pass 6 are misclassified as target class 8.
However, the ANN has good performances on the classi-
fication between class 5 and 6 and between class 6 and 7 as
well. +e ANN thinks some vibration signals of pass 5 look
like the signals of pass 7, but signals of pass 5 and 6 are
completely different. +is is weird because the values of the
degree of compaction of pass 5 and 6 are closer, and signals
of pass 5 and 6 should look more similar. Similarly, the ANN
thinks some signals of pass 6 look like the signals of pass 8,
but not signals of pass 7.

+e roller moving direction may be the reason for this
weird phenomenon. During compaction, in Figure 2, the
roller moves to the north in pass 1, 3, 5, and 7, to the south in
pass 2, 4, 6, and 8. Due to the inhomogeneity and anisotropy,
the cement-stabilized gravel base layer shows different
properties and vibration responses in different roller moving
directions. +e effect of roller moving direction may be paid
attention to for the vibration analysis of compaction in
future studies.

7. Conclusions and Outlooks

+e primary goal of this paper is to find an easy and con-
venient way to estimate the degree of compaction in real
time. +e ANN classifier developed in this paper partly
achieves this goal. Some main conclusions and findings of
this research are as follows:
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Figure 10: Classification according to the number of passes.
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(1) A signal processing method is proposed. +e signals
collected in the experiment are converted to fre-
quency domain representation by using a single-
sided FFT. +e frequency features of the vibration
signal are extracted and expressed in the logarithmic
form to amplify some inconspicuous frequency
components. +e vibration signals are also nor-
malized to eliminate the effects of amplitudes.

(2) An ANN model is designed and trained to identify
the different vibration patterns of drum and classify
them according to the different compaction levels.
+e correlation between vibration patterns and the
compaction quality is built by the ANN model.

(3) An ANN classifier is developed by combining the
signal processing method and ANN model together.
+e ANN classifier can estimate the compaction
quality in real time according to the input vibration
signal. From the testing results, it can be found that
the ANN classifier shows a good performance on the
compaction quality real-time estimation.

(4) +e effect of roller moving direction during com-
paction is observed and analyzed by using the ANN.
+is effect may be important and should be con-
sidered in future studies.

Essentially, the development of IC technique is based on
the idea that the compaction quality can be evaluated by
identifying the vibration patterns of pavement.+erefore, IC
technique can be regarded as a problem of pattern recog-
nition, and the ANN is very suitable for this problem.
However, the works in this paper still have room for im-
provement. To improve the performance of the ANN
classifier, a large number of training data are required.
Moreover, different pavement materials (such as the pave-
ment structure in Table 1) have different properties;
therefore, training different ANN models for different
materials is necessary. More projects and materials will be
included in our future studies.
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